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STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK CZECH REPUBLIC 2030

Adopted by the Government in April 2017
THE CZECH REPUBLIC 2030

- Well-being and sustainability as a central perspective
- „Umbrella“ framework for sectoral, regional and local strategies, integrates the SDGs
- Six key areas with strategic and specific goals
- Global megatrends as context for development
- From participation to partnership
MONITORING AND FOLLOW-UP

• Report on Quality of Life and Its Sustainability
• Revision (at minimum) every 5 years / foresight methods to check relevance
• „Shadow“ reporting
• Voluntary Commitment Framework
• Communication strategy (SDGs Awards)
GOVERNANCE APPROACH

• Command and control is no way to go
• Goals and targets: smart or dumb?
• Networks in hierarchies
• What data do we have? What data do we need?
• Evaluation and mutual learning
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